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Connections


Corporate Manager, Public Safety
Sector
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Program Overview:
Dr. Bruce Arai

Why
Consider Wilfrid
Laurier
University?
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Putting Knowledge to Work


100+ years of inspiring
lives of leadership and
purpose



Ranked #1 in the country in
student satisfaction by
Maclean’s



Fully accredited with
MAESD, OUCQA



One-of-a-kind degree,100%
online



30+ year history of adult
education, with a specialty
in online learning



Faculty of Human and Social
Sciences has a national
reputation for its programs in
Criminology and Policing
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Program History & Design


Extensive, nationwide
consultation with police
organizations about their
needs



Courses created by police
officers with advanced
academic credentials,
academics, and subject
matter experts



Courses taught only by
qualified faculty



100% online, no residency
requirement



Program fits around your life,
rather than trying to fit your
life around the program
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Curriculum



Engaging curriculum designed to improve your critical thinking and analytical skills
Provide you with the skills to evaluate and apply different perspectives to better operate in a
society that often scrutinizes and challenges police actions











Models of Policing
Communications for Policing
Police Psychology
Intercultural Communication in Policing
Leadership and Career Development in
Law Enforcement
Diversity and Inclusion within the Service
Introduction to the Criminal Justice System
Psychology and Law Enforcement
Research Methods I (Quantitative Methods)
Policing a Complex and Diverse Community













Indigenous Peoples’ Political Structures
Mental Health, Addiction, and Crime
Domestic Violence
Media, Social Media, and Crime
Ethics, Corruption, and Police Accountability
Research Methods II (Qualitative Methods and
Legal Research)
Theories of Crime I and II
Indigenous Communities and Policing
Psychology of Crime
Cybercrime
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Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of the Laurier Honours Combined BA in Criminology
and Policing, you should be able to:








Articulate the major methodological, theoretical
and political debates in contemporary
criminology and criminal justice.
Select appropriate qualitative and quantitative
research methods and apply these methods to
analyze and interpret data.
Apply criminological and psychological theories
and perspectives to interpret and critique
contemporary law enforcement issues.
Demonstrate an understanding of and
appreciation for the complexity of Indigenous
justice systems and identify the role of law
enforcement officials in First Nations
communities.










Utilize leadership skills to conduct and evaluate
performance assessments for law enforcement
personnel.
Review and interpret policy surrounding law
enforcement program development, implementation
and evaluation.
Demonstrate knowledge of the effects and
consequences of experiencing trauma and critical
incidents to develop the ability to maintain resiliency
in personal and professional relationships.
Respond to criticism and feedback respectfully and
non-defensively.
Recognize the role of social media in law
enforcement and use discretion, courtesy and
professionalism when using social media platforms.
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Career Outcomes
The online combined BA in Criminology/Policing gives you a broader educational base to
succeed in jobs related to crime and justice, while allowing you to focus on specific areas of
interest through curriculum electives. Career areas to explore include:
•
•
•

•
•

Police officer — If your desire is to become a police officer, you can get the background you need to
potentially enter the service. A cadet in training can earn more than $50,000 a year.
Correctional worker — This includes court workers, parole and probation officers, as well as victim
services staff. A correctional worker can earn more than $55,000 a year.
Private security — Individuals with police experience sometimes transition to this career. Whether
part of a firm or a consultant, the paths graduates take and the salary they make depend on the type
of security work they’re doing.
Border services — A border services officer can earn more than $55,000 a year. To enter this
profession, you must pass the Officer Induction Training Program.
Insurance and Insurance Fraud Worker — A fraud investigator can earn an average salary of more
than $59,000 a year, while an individual in a general insurance position can earn $50,000 to $70,000.

*Sources: Payscale.com, Toronto Police, Canada Border Services Agency
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Guest Speaker:
Dr. Oliver Stoetzer

The impact of
technology on
public safety and
policing
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Data is Gold
 “Law enforcement is increasingly an information management business” (Edwards &
Keeling, 2014)
 We are in an era of great political and economic transformation, and therefore, as
Kempe (2014) had noted, “(o)ur policing philosophies, institutions, and practices are
not only increasingly expensive, but are imperfectly suited to current and future
policing needs”
 Policing in the 21st century is a trade that should be characterized by technologically
driven change and data insight, and yet it is not
 It means collecting, interpreting, aggregating, visualizing, and sharing data in all its
myriad forms to produce actionable intelligence for officers
 As Hill and Paynich (2014) had noted, “we want to think along the lines of the
business intelligence field where data become information and information becomes
actionable knowledge” (p.288)
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The Threat
Ross Anderson, Professor of Security Engineering at Cambridge University
 “The Threat” is essentially an all-encompassing term to relate to the continuous and
extremely fast-paced nature of digital transition versus digital transformation
So What? And what has this got to do with policing?
 First, the digital transformation has affected and will continue to affect everything
 Second, and more relevant to today’s discussion, is that the aforementioned digital
transformation will be interconnected with, as Dr. Anderson has noted, artifacts such
as the world payment system, world identity systems, and world travel systems, to
name but a few
 Third, the opportunity, indeed the probability for success, of criminal activity across all
of these artifacts is extremely high
 Organized Cybercrime and Political Cybercrime will prove to be challenging
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Changing Nature of Digital Evidence
 Every crime has a digital component (Peter Sloly)
 Are front-line officers able to identify digital evidence? If so, do they know how to
preserve it? How to transport it? Do they understand the legislation surrounding search
and seizure of digital devices?
So what does this mean for police officers?
 Digital Forensics emerging as a specialized skill in very high demand.
 Ability to analyze smartphones for data (location (GIS), photos, call history, contacts,
SMS (text) messages, files, email and internet activity, social media posts, voice
recordings, passwords, even biometric information)
 Real-time security intelligence will most assuredly play a role, as will the advent of a
greater number of interconnected fusion centres across all disciplines of public safety
 This may also mean an increased number of P4s, or Public Private Police Partnerships
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Identity is Everything
 The principle of identity, or the principle that a thing is what it is and not another, is at the
root of access controls and methodology. Identity-related issues include identity theft,
identity fraud, social media forensics, and even biometrics
 A common challenge reported by officers in the context of persons of interest (POIs)
involves suspects providing false identification (or refusing to provide any identification)
when interacting with police
 Within the next few years, processes involving biometrics will assist in the nearinstantaneous identification and authentication of individuals
 AR, or Augmented Reality, will play and ever-increasing role in this process, as will
BWCs, or body worn cameras (Data, data, data!)
 The ability to “attach” facial recognition, iris scans, voice recognition, or even gait analysis
(how you walk) to individuals for the purpose of identification and authentication is
already here (borders, stadiums, ports, CCTV, etc.)
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The Professionalization of Policing
 Professionalization is, to quote Palmiotto and Unnithan (2011), “the process by which
occupations become professions by acquiring a distinct body of knowledge, education,
and research” (p.289)
 Kitchener, Ontario, recently hosted the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police (OACP)
conference. Their agenda included the further professionalization of policing.
 The idea of a College of Policing is long overdue
 Set a regime of oversight and accreditation akin to nursing and other “professions”
 This, of course, means revising the How and Why of policing
 Degree standards, metrics for competencies, an oversight body, and credentialed faculty
at accredited institutions are all required
 Relying on outdated training and education paradigms is not realistic and far too costly
 Again, a transformation is required, not a transition
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In Conclusion … What Can we Expect for Policing?
List of predictions for the upcoming transformation:
 Law enforcement will continue to grow as an information management
business, with continuous evolution via actionable knowledge;
 The digital transformation of society = the digital transformation of policing;
 Every crime has a digital component = significant increase in digital skills
education, artifact analysis, scientific and social scientific rigour and skills
development, and P4s;
 Biometrics will significantly expand within the context of public safety as identity
plays an ever-increasing role in the social, political, and economic realities of
our era;
 Professionalization of Policing, including tiered policing, new education and
training standards, and a College of Policing, will be invoked very soon.
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Application Requirements
·

·

·
·

A phone session with your Admissions Representative
A completed application
(visit https://online.wlu.ca/apply-now for a link)

$65 application fee
Official transcripts from all previously attended
academic institutions
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Next steps


Next term begins September 7th with applications due July 14th



Contact Admissions to learn more or help you through the application process
one of three ways:
• Fill out this form to be contacted policingpartnerships.ca
• Email admissions@online.wlu.ca
• Call (844) 528-8611
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Q&A
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Thank you!
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admissions@online.wlu.ca
(844) 528-8611
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